
Discover the Modern Art of Quilt As You Go
Quilting has come a long way since its traditional roots, and one technique that
has gained popularity among modern quilters is the art of Quilt As You Go
(QAYG). This method offers a fresh perspective on creating beautiful quilts with
ease and efficiency. In this article, we will explore the modern approach to Quilt
As You Go and how it has revolutionized the quilting world.

What is Quilt As You Go?

Quilt As You Go is a quilting technique that breaks down the process of quilt-
making into smaller, more manageable pieces. Instead of working on an entire
quilt top at once, the design is divided into individual blocks or sections. These
blocks are then individually quilted and joined together to form the final quilt. This
approach makes quilting more accessible and allows for greater flexibility in
design and execution.

The Modern Twist on the Classic Technique

Traditionally, Quilt As You Go was used as a practical method for quilting large
bed quilts without the need for extensive hand or machine quilting. However,
modern quilters have taken this technique to new heights by incorporating
contemporary designs, fabrics, and innovative quilting techniques.
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Modern quilters have embraced the freedom that Quilt As You Go offers in terms
of design experimentation. With individually quilted blocks, they can explore
various patterns, colors, and textures, creating visually stunning quilts that truly
stand out. This approach also allows for improvisation and adds an element of
surprise, as each block can be a mini masterpiece on its own.
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The use of modern fabrics and unconventional shapes further pushes the
boundaries of Quilt As You Go. Quilters are no longer limited to traditional block
designs, but can experiment with asymmetrical patterns, abstract compositions,
and even incorporate free-motion quilting to add intricate details. This modern
take on Quilt As You Go has attracted many new quilters, especially younger

generations, who value individual expression and creativity.

The Advantages of Quilt As You Go

Quilt As You Go has several advantages that make it a preferred technique for
many quilters:

1. Manageable Process:

By breaking down the project into smaller blocks, Quilt As You Go enables
quilters to handle and quilt each section individually. This makes it easier to
manage and maneuver the fabric, particularly when working on larger quilts.

2. Time-Saving:

Quilting a large quilt top can be time-consuming, but with Quilt As You Go, the
process becomes more efficient. Quilters can work on the blocks at their own

pace, making it a perfect technique for those with limited time or busy schedules.

3. Easier Quilting:

For quilters who struggle with machine quilting larger pieces, Quilt As You Go
offers a more approachable alternative. Quilting smaller blocks is less daunting,

allowing quilters to practice and improve their skills gradually.

4. Versatility:

Quilt As You Go can be applied to various quilt sizes and styles. Whether you
prefer traditional, modern, or art quilts, this technique can be adapted to suit your



personal taste and creative vision.

How to Get Started with Quilt As You Go

If you're intrigued by the idea of Quilt As You Go and want to try this modern
approach, here are some steps to get you started:

Step 1: Choose Your Design

Select a quilt design that lends itself well to Quilt As You Go. Opt for a pattern that
can be easily divided into blocks or sections.

Step 2: Prepare Your Fabric and Batting

Cut your fabric and batting into appropriate sizes for each block. Remember to
leave a seam allowance to join the blocks later.

Step 3: Quilt the Blocks

Individually quilt each block according to your design and desired quilting
technique. Let your creativity shine in this process.

Step 4: Join the Blocks

Once the blocks are quilted, it's time to join them together. Use a sashing or a
joining method that complements your design.

Step 5: Finish and Bind

Complete your quilt by finishing the edges and adding a binding. Consider adding
additional quilting details to tie everything together.

The Future of Quilt As You Go



As quilting continues to evolve, the modern approach to Quilt As You Go is likely
to gain even more popularity. Its flexibility, creativity, and accessibility make it a

perfect choice for quilters of all skill levels and styles.

Whether you're a traditional quilter looking to try something new or a modern
quilter searching for fresh ways to showcase your creativity, Quilt As You Go

offers endless possibilities. So dive into this exciting technique and experience
the joy of creating stunning quilts one block at a time!
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Projects with modern DIY Quilt Patterns
Do you believe that regulations were created to be broken? If that's the case,
these improvised quilting modern techniques and methods are for you. You'll
learn to piece fabric onto manageable batting blocks rather than dealing with

exact paper drawings and cutting dimensions. Allow your creativity to run wild as
you quilt big abstract zigzags or little structured patterns directly on the blocks

(not the entire quilt!). After you've put the blocks together, all you have to do now
is add the background fabric and binding, and you're done! Do you believe that
regulations were created to be broken? This improvisational quilting approach is
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for you if this is the case. You'll learn to piece fabric onto manageable batting
blocks rather than dealing with exact paper drawings and cutting dimensions.

Allow your creativity to run wild as you quilt big abstract zigzags or little structured
patterns directly on the blocks (not the entire quilt!). After you've put the blocks
together, all you have to do now is add the background fabric and binding, and

you're done!
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